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Doing more with less: happier employees,
faster property launches, lower costs

HHM DOES MORE WITH LESS
HHM manages 115 hotels of all major and independent brands across the country. With the intricacies
that the hospitality industry brings with it, HHM sought to simplify the process of integrating new
hotels while simultaneously streamlining recurring costs on existing properties.
Success would depend on two critical capabilities:

1

Enabling employees
to be more productive

2

Carving out expenses that don’t
drive differentiation or profitability

“

Employees are happier, hotels are opening
faster and costs are lower. All thanks to
Lenovo Unified Workspace.
Jason Shane
Vice President Information Technology,
Hersha Hospitality Management
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INTRODUCTION
But it was not an easy task. For HHM to achieve these results, they had to overcome a number of
challenges. HHM needed to:

Provide a More
Attractive and
Productive Employee
Experience

Balance
Security with
Flexibility
and Growth

Simplifying access to apps and data on
different devices for remote and traveling
employees as well as those working on-site
Eliminating the need for full VPN connections
for employees, offices and hotels

Enabling a more flexible working environment
and driving hotel property expansion while
reducing the risk of security breaches

Reduce Cost,
Time and Complexity
of Launching
New Hotels

Reducing the time and resources needed
to launch a new hotel, from time spent by
employees to investment in infrastructure
Reduce IT’s support burden and transform it
into an outside consultant
Reducing capital expenditures and
streamlining complex IT functions like
application management, networking and
end-user computing
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A DEEPER LOOK AT HHM’S APPROACH

A More Attractive and
Productive Employee Experience
HHM’s employees are a mix of highly mobile

and data from a wide array of company-

employees, remote workers, hotel staff and

owned and personal devices. Delivering the

contractors working in a variety of locations,

flexibility and convenience employees need

including corporate offices, hotels, on the road,

to be productive, while also ensuring security

and from home. This diverse workforce requires

and compliance with industry regulations, had

secure, role based access to HHM applications

become a real challenge.

“

UW has streamlined our enterprise application
deployment, cutting the time it takes my team to
ramp up users with remote access in half.
Joshua Goss
IT Infrastructure Manager,
Hersha Hospitality Management
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A DEEPER LOOK AT HHM’S APPROACH
To overcome this, HHM decided to leverage Unified Workspace to:

Deliver a personalized online portal
that allows each user to access
the specific applications and files
needed for their unique roles

Free IT from constraints of
managing diverse devices
(mobile, laptop, desktop) and
operating systems (Windows,
Android, iOS, MacOS)

Provide a single login for each
employee that automatically signs
them into all of their apps – be they
personal or corporate, online or in
the company datacenter

Eliminate the need for employees
to use a VPN

VPN

Removing the VPN requirement alone would be enough to delight employees in any organization.
At HHM users found it challenging to determine when they should be using a VPN and which of
their devices were permitted. Prior to Unified Workspace, only a salaried employee with an approved
business case was permitted to access a VPN and only on an HHM-owned and managed computer.
With Unified Workspace, any employee or contractor can use one secure login to access a personalized
array of applications and content from any company-owned or personal device. Without the need for
a VPN. This change has improved employee satisfaction and engagement with company resources.
As a side effect, HHM is also experiencing fewer help desk tickets and decreased infrastructure costs
for the company.
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A DEEPER LOOK AT HHM’S APPROACH

Balancing Security
with Flexibility and Growth
In a typical franchise or multi-location business, every new building creates another potential opportunity
for a security breach. One of the top priorities of HHM’s CIO is keeping the company out of the news.
When HHM looked at past industry trends related to breaches of consumer and credit card
data (PCI), a common denominator was multi-property hotel networks including corporate
environments.
Using Lenovo Unified Workspace, HHM created a custom online portal, branded internally as
Hersha Access. Staff uses Hersha Access to connect to company data, files and applications
without requiring their devices to have a direct connection to the corporate network. Made
possible by Unified Workspace’s two-tiered security architecture, the concept is simple: When
employees need to access apps and data, they simply open a browser and Unified Workspace
lets them use what they need without a VPN connection, while protecting the corporate
environment from malware, viruses, and other unauthorized access.

In summary, HHM has set an industry gold standard by simplifying remote access, eliminating
the need for VPN access, centralizing information and isolating the datacenter, and securing
networks from threats related to remote access. Simplify, centralize, secure.
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A DEEPER LOOK AT HHM’S APPROACH

Reducing Cost, Time and Complexity
of Launching New Hotels
HHM’s expansion efforts involve integrating new and acquired properties into their management
portfolio. Both situations create unique challenges. For new properties, getting a hotel revenue-ready
typically requires significant investment in infrastructure, consulting and staff hours. For new property
integrations, auditing and overhauling existing infrastructure often leads to complex architectural
requirements or maintenance of legacy systems until they’re ready for a costly refresh. HMM needed
a solution that would support fast launches and integrations on a reduced budget.
Unified Workspace lets HHM do all of this and more, including:

Connecting new hotels and
employees to existing corporate
resources within a matter of hours

Phasing out legacy technology
in acquired properties as
refresh cycles come due

Eliminating costs from servers,
networking hardware and
specialized consultants to
maintain those systems

Shifting focus to delivering apps
and content to low-cost and
low-maintenance endpoints, such
as front desks and back office
management systems
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CONCLUSION
In an industry where success depends heavily on maximizing efficiency and minimizing time-tomarket, one simple solution has helped Hersha Hospitality Management unlock the doors to greater
productivity. The company has not only created a more agile and flexible infrastructure, but also
reduced expenditures and produced a more engaged workforce in the process.
With Lenovo Unified Workspace at its core, HHM’s technology transition led to:

VPN

Reduced time and

Elimination of VPN

An industry gold

lower costs to integrate

constraints for secure

standard for security

new hotels

employee access to apps

derived by isolating the

and data

datacenter and networks
from threats during
remote access sessions
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